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ON-SCREEN GUIDELINES FOR
PROGRAMMES DELIVERED TO BBC SCOTLAND 
These guidelines were produced in April 2018 and replace all previous versions. 
A number of  changes have been made to the document, so please ensure you update any people, systems
and correspondence used for programme delivery via the BBC in Scotland as previous versions are now obsolete and can no longer be used.

Please refer to BBC Studios on-screen guidelines for all BBC Studios programme delivery.

Please refer to The Open University guidelines for all Open University programme delivery.
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Highland Berry
Pantone 269 C
C.64  M.94  Y.9  K.17
R.91  G.32  B.102

Heather
Pantone 2665 C
C.62 M.60  Y.0  K.0
R.120  G.106  B.166

Thistle
Pantone 247 C
C.36 M.100  Y.0  K.0
R.143  G.0  B.120

BBC Scotland Blue
Pantone 2758 C
C.100  M.93  Y.30  K.25
R.3  G.35  B.102

ON-SCREEN GUIDELINES  .  INTRODUCTION: BBC SCOTLAND BRAND COLOURS AND BACKGROUND            

BBC Scotland has a colour palette with two primary and four secondary colours.
The primary colours are purple and blue, specifically Highland Berry Pantone 269C and BBC Scotland Blue Pantone 2758C.

The primary palette is reflected directly within the logo to maintain a strong corporate identity when used in print. DO NOT substitute the blue for black.
The secondary colours complement the two main colours. When combined with the primary palette,

Should you require the use of  tints with the secondary colours, they should be applied at a value between 20% and 50%.
These colours are used within Marketing Promotions for BBC Scotland.

 

Primary Colours Secondary Colours

Teal
Pantone 320 C
C. 100 M.13  Y. 36  K. 1
R. 0   G . 152    B.170
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Light Teal
Pantone 320 C
C.  80 M. 16  Y. 50  K. 1
R. 22   G . 157    B.142
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SECTION 1:
BBC SCOTLAND PRODUCTIONS 
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BBC NORTHERN IRELAND • OFF-SCREEN GUIDELINES – 2.0 BRAND IDENTITYON-SCREEN GUIDELINES FOR BBC SCOTLAND PRODUCTIONS  .  1.1 BBC SCOTLAND OPENING TAG                                                               

The BBC Scotland logo, or tag, must appear in the opening sequence of all programmes.

The 3D animation used in the programme opening has been created specifically for this purpose and should never be used elsewhere. 
The programme opening tag should be integrated into the opening sequence: either within the pre-titles, titles or post-title sequence..

The opening tag must: 

• be white where possible and black only when white provides limited contrast 

• be centred horizontally at the bottom of the screen (see example below) 
• NOT be scaled up or down 
• NOT appear in the first two seconds of the programme but it can appear at any other point in the title or pre-title sequence
• NOT
   

                                                              5 EGAP

Download the artwork here: bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/scotland/commissioning
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This section explains the end-board for programmes made by BBC Scotland production departments.
 
The end-board is supplied with alpha channel to be keyed where appropriate.
A final production credit can be included where relevant.

The end-board must be used after all BBC Scotland programmes and should:
• NOT be scaled up or down
• NOT be modified in any way

ON-SCREEN GUIDELINES FOR BBC SCOTLAND PRODUCTIONS  .  1.2 END-BOARD                                                               PAGE 6

Download the artwork here: bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/scotland/commissioning
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Production Credit:
When setting the production credit, ensure the following guidelines are adhered to:
• the credit should sit above the logo
• the line should always be centred
• channel names should never be incorporated
• the credit should preferably be set in white. If visibility is compromised then the credit may be set in black.
• A font can be selected for the production credit at the discretion of the programme maker. This is always the same font as the main end credits

Copyright:
When setting the copyright information please refer to the appropriate section of the main BBC commissioning guidelines.
If a website address (URL) is included use the postion in the example provided.

ON-SCREEN GUIDELINES FOR BBC SCOTLAND PRODUCTIONS   .  1.3 PRODUCTION CREDIT AND COPYRIGHT LINE                                                               PAGE 7

Download the artwork here: bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/scotland/commissioning
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The end-board should eb used only after BOTH elements below have been met : 
 
1: Where alternate funding has been formally approved by Editorial Policy

AND
2: Where a logo credit for the alternate funder has been contractually approved by BBC Scotland

The end-boards shown on this page demonstrate three-tier relationship
The independent company’s logo(s) appear at the top with the alternate funder logo(s). The wording “supported by” should appear above the alternate funder as shown below

The funder’s logo should :
• be appropriately sized compared to the amount of funding and the funding of other investors
• use appropriately discreet colour, black and white is preferred

The words “for BBC” should appear above the BBC Scotland logo. Please refer to the grids shown here for the space allocated to each element
Where the programme is a co-productionthe spae at the top of the grid should be divided between the productions

If the funder is The Open University please refer to that section within these guidelines 

An independent production for BBC Scotland with alternate funding                                     An independent co-production for BBC Scotland with alternate funding

There is a still image which contains a guide on the designated area for independent production branding which can be found on the website below

ON-SCREEN GUIDELINES FOR BBC SCOTLAND PRODUCTIONS  .  1.4 ALTERNATE FUNDING                                                               PAGE 8

Download the artwork here: bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/scotland/commissioning
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This section provides an overview of albert certification and how this should be used by BBC Scotland productions
• What it is and represents
• How to participate and, once awarded, how the logo should be used on a programme end-board

The albert certification is a practical way of supporting and helping prodcution teams to reduce their environmental impact by embedding sustainable prodcuction values 
within the shows they produce. Developed in collaboration with the BAFTA albert consortium, albert certification is being rolled out across the BBC televsion portfolio.
The BBC is also actively working with the consortium to implement albert certification across the wider UK TV industry.

All productions working to achieve an albert mark must adhere to the core pricipals below:
• Seek to reduce the negative environmental impact of programmes wherever possible
• Share and embed sustainable values and behaviours with cast, crew and the supply chain
• Promote sustainable values to colleagues, across the industry and, where appropriate, to audiences

The albert logo or mark:
Once the mark has been awarded this should be shown on the programme end-board in recognition of the achievment and in order to encourage other productions
to take part across the BBC and wider UK TV industry

Given end-boards have to accommodate a number of industry messages, discussed previously, the examples below show the mark positioned to the bottom left of the end-board
Please always follow the guidance which will ensure consistent use and positioning in order to help the industry and audiences distinguish this accreditation from the other 
production credits and branding. It also shows the appropriate scaling of the mark in relation to the other branding on the end-board. 

A BBC Scotland production with albert accreditation                               A independent production with albert accreditation                                   

Further information and case studies can be found here: bbc.co.uk/responsibility/environment/albert-plus
How to participate: get in touch with Nick Leslie who is the albert certification point of contact for all BBC teams delivering programmes in the UK
Email: nicholas.leslie@bbc.co.uk  

 

ON-SCREEN GUIDELINES FOR BBC SCOTLAND PRODUCTIONS  .  1.5 ALBERT SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION CERTIFICATION                                                             PAGE 9

Download the artwork here: bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/scotland/commissioning

Lorem ipsum
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SECTION 2:
INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS
DELIVERING TO BBC SCOTLAND
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ON-SCREEN GUIDELINES FOR INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS  • 2.1 PROGRAMME END-BOARD  PAGE 12

An independent production company 
may be identified only by: 

its logo• 

OR its name• 

OR its logo and name.• 

Where the above criteria are met, 
the identification must appear as 
part of the end-board together with 
the words  ‘for BBC’ in Gill Sans 
Regular and the animated logo. 

The production logo must: 

•be positioned in the top half of
  the end card. See example below

•be centred horizontally

 

.

  

keep any animation within the • 
above size specification and to a 
maximum of 2.5 seconds’ duration, 
but with no accompanying audio.

The end-board should be held for 
at least 3 seconds as part of the 
overall credit duration, which itself 
must not exceed 25 to 30 seconds’ 
duration in total.  It should then 
be held for a further 10 seconds 
as a precautionary measure.

When more than one independent 
production company logo is to 
be included, the logos should 
be distributed equally within the 
top half of the end card as shown 
below.

Please follow existing guidelines regarding 
the promotional credit squeeze.

Download the artwork here: bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/scotland/commissioning

An independent production for BBC Scotland                  An independent co-production for BBC Scotland 
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The end-board should be used only after BOTH elements below have been met : 
 
1: Where alternate funding has been formally approved by Editorial Policy

AND
2: Where a logo credit for the alternate funder has been contractually approved by BBC Scotland

The end-boards shown on this page demonstrate three-tier relationship
The independent company’s logo(s) appear at the top with the alternate funder logo(s). The wording “supported by” should appear above the alternate funder as shown below

The funder’s logo should :
• be appropriately sized compared to the amount of funding and the funding of other investors
• use appropriately discreet colour, black and white is preferred

The words “for BBC” should appear above the BBC Scotland logo. Please refer to the grids shown here for the space allocated to each element
Where the programme is a co-production the space at the top of the grid should be divided between the productions

If the funder is The Open University please refer to that section within these guidelines 

An independent production for BBC Scotland with alternate funding                                     An independent co-production for BBC Scotland with alternate funding

There is a still image which contains a guide on the designated area for independent production branding which can be found on the website below

ON-SCREEN GUIDELINES FOR INDEPENDENT BBC SCOTLAND PRODUCTIONS    • 2.2 ALTERNATE FUNDING                                                               PAGE 12

Download the artwork here: bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/scotland/commissioning
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This section provides an overview of albert certification and how this should be used by independent productions
• What it is and represents
• How to participate and, once awarded, how the logo should be used on a programme end-board

The albert certification is a practical way of supporting and helping prodcution teams to reduce their environmental impact by embedding sustainable prodcuction values 
within the shows they produce. Developed in collaboration with the BAFTA albert consortium, albert certification is being rolled out across the BBC televsion portfolio.
The BBC is also actively working with the consortium to implement albert certification across the wider UK TV industry.

All productions working to achieve an albert mark must adhere to the core pricipals below:
• Seek to reduce the negative environmental impact of programmes wherever possible
• Share and embed sustainable values and behaviours with cast, crew and the supply chain
• Promote sustainable values to colleagues, across the industry and, where appropriate, to audiences

The albert logo or mark:
Once the mark has been awarded this should be shown on the programme end-board in recognition of the achievment and in order to encourage other productions
to take part across the BBC and wider UK TV industry

Given end-boards have to accommodate a number of industry messages, discussed previously, the examples below show the mark positioned to the bottom left of the end-board
Please always follow the guidance which will ensure consistent use and positioning in order to help the industry and audiences distinguish this accreditation from the other 
production credits and branding. It also shows the appropriate scaling of the mark in relation to the other branding on the end-board. 

A independent production with albert certification                                                                 

Further information and case studies can be found here: bbc.co.uk/responsibility/environment/albert-plus
How to participate: get in touch with Nick Leslie who is the albert certification point of contact for all BBC teams delivering programmes in the UK
Email: nicholas.leslie@bbc.co.uk  

 

ON-SCREEN GUIDELINES FOR INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS  .  2.3 ALBERT CERTIFICATION                                                             PAGE 13

Download the artwork here: bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/scotland/commissioning



CONTACT
For further information or 
clar
information in these 

  please contact:

 

 
 

  

Tommy Weir 
Marketing Executive 
tommy.weir@bbc.co.uk 
 
BBC Scotland 

Glasgow, 
Lanarkshire, 
G51 1DA 

Mob.   +44 (0)7912 583 219
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